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"Everyone says...."
üPent up demand
üVacation Rentals will lead the recovery
üDrive market will continue to be strong
üDomestic Travel will boost the VR Industry
üFamilies want to reconnect and may wait to visit traditional hot spots
üWFH and remote schools will have LOS increase and shoulder seasons
up
üBooking window will be short
üCancellation policies need to be flexible
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"Everyone says...."
üGuests will continue to make COVID-cleanliness a priority
ü Ability to rank
ü Bedding will be important

üHIS will remain to be a “must-have”
üContactless check-in and communications will be expected
üExpectations from Homeowners will higher than ever
üGovernment oversight will continue to be a fight
üConsolidation in both PMC’s and Vendors will continue
üTechnology investments will need to be made to keep up with the
growth
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What does the data say? - Jason
What does the guest say? - Lisa
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U.S. ADJ PAID OCCUPANCY PACING
2021 vs 2020
UP 30.2% 14.2% vs 10.9%
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U.S. ADR PACING
2021 vs 2020
UP 21.3% $318 vs $262
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U.S. REVPAR PACING
2021 vs 2020
UP 56.5% $36 vs $23
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U.S. ADJ PAID OCCUPANCY PACING
2021 vs 2019
UP 8.9% 14.6% vs 13.4%
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U.S. REVPAR PACING
2021 vs 2019
UP 20% $36 vs $30
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U.S. ADR PACING
2021 vs 2019
UP 17.8% $323 vs $274
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U.S. REVPAR PACING
Q1 (2019, 2020, 2021)
$52, $51, $54
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EUROPEAN REVPAR PACING
Q1 (2019, 2020, 2021)
$13, $12, $5
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U.S. AVERAGE BOOKING WINDOW PACING
BY SEASON

2021

2019/2018

January - February:

67

97/96

March - July:

212

190/188
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U.S. Condos Underperforming Homes
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Expedia Group: Macro Trends

2021 Vrbo Trend Report*
Travel Intentions:

59%

13%

61%

Families are likely to drive than
fly on their next trip

Expect to take a romantic trip
with their partner

More likely to visit outdoorsy
destinations than urban ones

+40% Increase
in the share of trips booked
at destinations within
0-100 miles of travelers' homes

26% Expect to make up for lost time

54% More likely to visit a

with family and friends

34% Report their first trip could be a

national park than an
amusement park

flexcation ora low-key holiday

*This report is based on U.S. survey results from a survey of 8,000+ people from 8 countries, as well as Vrbo travel dem and for the 12-m onth period ending August 31, 2020 (except as otherwise indicated).
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Expedia Group: Guest Indicators

2021 Vrbo Trend Report*

Travelers are 47% more likely to
rule out a property if a listing
has poor amenity descriptions

82% of travelers say cleaning
information is useful when making
a booking decision

Top Amenities:

51% of travelers intent to pay more

550K searches for “pets allowed”
780K searches for “internet/WiFi”

attention to the cleanliness
standards of their traveler
accommodations prior to booking
post-COVID-19

35% of travelers are less likely
to rent accommodations
with fewor no reviews

43% of travelers say reviews
are the most valuable source of
information on cleanliness
when searching for a vacation rental

*This report is based on U.S. survey results from a survey of 8,000+ people from 8 countries, as well as Vrbo travel dem and for the 12-m onth period ending August 31, 2020 (except as otherwise indicated).
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Expedia Group: New Optic

2021 Vrbo Trend Report*
Future Bookings :

57%

of travelers expect to book trips
in the first six months of 2021

34%

intend to book within
the first three months

30%

Nearly 50%
of all travelers choose properties
with flexible cancellation policies

of travelers expect to book trips
closer to their travel date

1 in 3 families plan on
spending more on 2021 travel
55% of travelers plan on staying longer
48% plan on staying at nicer

Summer months
have shorter booking windows
as people opt to
drive-to destinations

accommodations

*This report is based on U.S. survey results from a survey of 8,000+ people from 8 countries, as well as Vrbo travel dem and for the 12-m onth period ending August 31, 2020 (except as otherwise indicated).
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General Trends
• Vacation rentals will thrive and lead travel recovery
• We really benefited from guests traveling within the US in 2020.

• There is pent up demand
• Demand will be higher than available units “in-season”

• Drive market will continue to be strong
• The sentiment survey from MMGY done in December said people are willing to
drive up to 500 miles to take a vacation.

• Domestic travel will continue to be a boost to the Vacation Rental
Industry
• Families want to reconnect
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Booking Patterns
• Because WFH and remote
school, length of stay will
continue to be longer and
shoulder season will continue
to be strong
• The booking window will be
short
• Cancellations need to be
flexible
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On-property Guest
Expectations
• Guests will continue to make
COVID-cleanliness a priority
• Rankings, bedding

• HSI will remain a “must-have”
for bookings
• Contactless check-in and
communication
• Staffing (turnover, too)
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Government Influences
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Consolidation Will Continue
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Homeowner Expectations
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Final Thoughts
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Questions?
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Lexicon Winter Learning Series
• February 9.
What does the "new normal" look like for revenue
management best practices?
• February 16. What are the differences between using a
PMS direct connection and using a Channel Manager?
• February 23. What does the "new normal" mean for
my marketing plan?
• March 4. How to determine if you're getting a good
ROI from your marketing investment.
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